
A JOURNEY THROUGH COFFEE
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ROAST FRESH GRIND FRESH BREW FRESH

We are a coffee company built around a 
passion for exceptional coffee, our social 
responsibility and one simple question

How do you like your coffee?

We believe coffee is a journey and we make products for 
everyone. Whether you’re trying fresh coffee for the first time 
or you enjoy experimenting with different specialty coffees, we 
are with you on the journey. We bring the innovative products 
and friendly advice.  
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About Barista & Co 
Your cup of coffee matters to everyone at Barista & Co. 

Over the years, Barista & Co has grown but the idea that specialty coffee doesn’t have to be complicated remained at 
the core of what we do. We work around 3 core principles: roast fresh, grind fresh, brew fresh. Our aim is to keep great 
coffee simple, cut out the jargon and teach everyone how easy it is to brew fresh coffee at home, work and play. 

The rest of our story is still being written, thank you for joining us on the journey. 

James and Louise
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Grind Fresh

Core All Grind

E L E C T R I C  F I LT E R  A N D 
B R E W  C O F F E E  G R I N D E R

If you are serious about great coff,ee a 
consistent grinder is a must. This electric 
grinder packs a serious punch often 
associated with grinders at a much 
higher price.

At the touch of a button, stale, pre-ground 
coffee will be a thing of the past. You can give 
your coffee what it deserves and enjoy better 
coffee at home. The Core All Grind electric 
filter and brew coffee grinder is a slimline 
countertop electric grinder for those who want 
to raise their coffee game and grind fresh. The 
hardwearing stainless-steel burr grinder has 40 
settings from coarse to fine grind with excellent 
grind size consistency so you can appreciate 
fresh coffee your way.

Watch The Video 

Bought the grinder - excellent product, it’s nice 
and solid and grinds beautifully consistently on 
a range of settings. I’m very happy - it feels like 
a high end product at a mid-range price point.”

“

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1rU3I1X56E
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A Grind for Manual Brewers
Designed as a brew grinder it is perfect for filter, pour over, cafetiere 
and cold brew. The burrs can also be manually adjusted (see video) 
to grind for stovetop and espresso. The greatest level of grind size 
consistency can be found between 400 and 800 microns.

Simple and Easy to Clean
Unlike other grinders the burrs are simple to access, clean and replace 
and even comes with a brush cleverly stored in the hopper. There is no 
need for tools and complex instructions, with the press of a button the 
burrs can be removed and replaced in a couple of seconds.

Consistently Excellent Coffee
The 29mm stainless steel burrs provide excellent grind size consistency 
ensuring even extraction when brewing. They are powered by a 
powerful DC motor that has a grind speed of 415 rpm reducing the 
harmful impact of heat on the coffee while still being quiet for use at 
home (approximately 75db).

Grind on Time or Weight
The grinder has automatic 10 second increments (up to 50 seconds) as 
well as a manual on off button if you want to grind based on time. For 
those who grind on weight the removable hopper has been designed 
with a coffee shut off opening so it can be placed on scales and then 
put back on to the grinder without any spillage.

Keep Coffee Fresh
The UV protected storage bean hopper holds up to 240 grams of 
whole bean coffee and can be removed with a simple twist. The 
included ground coffee container has a capacity of 110 grams and is 
also UV protected with a silicone stopper for storage.

Packaging:            
Dims:   

Boxed
27cm x  15cm x  46cm

Product Code Barcode

Core All Grind BC920-019 5060433794285

Main Body

Bean Hopper
Ground Coffee
Container

Portafilter
Attachment

Grinder Unit

Technical Information

Measure Scoop
and Cleaning Brush

Use with a Portafilter

The included portafilter attachment 
triggers the grinder when the portafilter 
is placed in the cradle, to stop simply 
remove. This feature is designed to be 
used with pressurised portafilters.
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51% of people choose the wrong 
coffee maker. With one simple 
question, we want to change this.

How do you like 
your coffee?
We developed a simple guide based 
on consumers coffee preferences and 
the coffee maker they need. No dark 
arts, we just ask them. 

Did you know?
The way you make it is just as important 
as the coffee you use. 

Brew Guide

9

Brew Fresh

Take The Quiz

https://baristaandco.com/pages/find-your-coffee-maker
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Brilliant portable bit of equipment that makes 
great coffee , my biking friends are very 
envious and will be purchasing soon”

Perfect for tea too. I purchased a couple of 
these for loose tea and they are perfect, easy 
to fill, use, clean”

Brew It Stick
The original coffee infuser. The 
award-winning Brew It Stick has been 
specifically designed for those who 
want the convenience of instant coffee 
but the taste of fresh coffee

This one cup coffee infuser allows 
everyone to enjoy freshly brewed coffee 
in as little as 5 minutes with no mess. 

“

“

D I T C H  T H E 
I N S TA N T

Hassle Free and Simple to Use  
Similar in concept to a tea infuser with a 360° filter all you have to do is add coffee to the 
basket, put in your cup of hot water and give it a stir and twist before leaving to brew. 
 
Entry to Brewing Fresh  
The perfect way to start brewing fresh or as a secondary brewer for the home, office or 
outdoors as the brew basket holder means no mess coffee. 

No Mess 
The wide neck basket has been designed to use with a teaspoon so it is easy to add coffee 
and the handy holder means there are no drips on your desk or surface when your finished. 
 
You Control the Strength  
Positioned as a lower strength coffee maker for those who do not like it too strong; to 
increase the strength you can stir, twist and brew for up to 8 minutes. 

Use any Filter Coffee  
Like cafetiere coffee presses the Brew It Stick has been designed to use a medium to coarse 
ground coffee that is widely available.

Durable and Reusable 
Designed and manufactured in the UK with durable recyclable plastic the handle and basket 
are dishwasher safe, unlike paper filters the stainless steel filter can be used again and again.

Air Hole For 
Improved Brewing

Drip Pot New 360°
Stainless 

Steel filter 

Improved 
Weighted Base

Packaging:           
Dims:

Boxed
11cm x 13cm x 9cm

Product Code Barcode
Black / Black BC411-010 5060433796128

Black / Grey BC411-006 5060433796135

Technical Information

Ditch the Instant

Brew It Stick

Strength:

Body: Medium

Time: 6 mins

Watch The Video

NEW

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1DIBCCSiAI
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Purchased the one brew for a gift a for a 
coffee lover - and it’s gone down a treat”

Lovely design and does a good job of 
brewing, would recommend to anyone”

One Brew
The 4 in 1 coffee and tea maker. Inspired 
by the professional specialty coffee 
technique of allowing gravity to move 
the coffee to the bottom of an immersion 
brewer, such as a coffee press and then 
pouring slowly.

The One Brew is a new way to brew and was
developed to make gravity brewing easy 
so the user can enjoy a cleaner and more 
complex flavour of a cafetiere coffee press 
without any hassle.

“

“

L I F E  I S  FA S T
P O U R  S L O W

Simple to Use
Designed as a single serve coffee maker so you always brew fresh the One Brew has the 
same capacity as a standard 3 cup (350ml / 1 Mug) cafetiere, all you have to do is add 
medium or coarse ground coffee, leave to brew, insert the filter and pour, no need for a 
press filter. 

Four Brewers in One
The medical grade stainless steel filter and silicone seal means that the One Brew is 
incredibly versatile and can be used at home, in the office or camping for cold brew, hot 
coffee, loose leaf tea and even iced tea, all without the need for paper filters.

Better than Cafetiere Coffee
By allowing your coffee to brew and settle for 6 minutes you will get more flavour from your 
coffee. Then follow the signature slow pour for 25 seconds and you can enjoy a cleaner 
coffee without losing the velvety texture associated with cafetiere coffee press coffee. 

Easy To Clean
The filter lid has an angular shape so when finished it can be removed and held to collect 
the grounds in or placed upside down in the sink to allow the water to drain from the used 
coffee before being disposed of or composted.

Protected from Knocks
The silicone base protects your surface and the coffee maker from breakage and the BPA 
free materials are all reusable, recyclable and dishwasher safe while the thermal shock 
resistantborosilicate glass is easy to clean and won’t taint the favour of your favourite coffee.

Packaging:           
Dims:

Boxed
8.5cm x 17cm x 10cm

Product Code Barcode
Black BC406-010 5060433793196

Technical Information

Borosilicate 
Glass Beaker

Anti-slip
Silicone Base

Fine Stainless 
Steel Filter

360° Silicone Seal

Pour Slow

One Brew

Strength:

Body: Full

Time: 6 mins

Watch The Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fyiVGJ3L1jk
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This made a lovely gift as recommended in 
an online article for the best eco-friendly 
coffee press. It is stylish and easy to use”

Steel Only

Core Coffee Press
A modern classic. Step into the known 
for those who love the velvety texture 
of press coffee. 

Made only from stainless steel and 
borosilicate glass, the Core Coffee Press 
is the choice for those who are looking 
for a plastic-free coffee maker.

“

1 0 0 % 
P l a s t i c  F r e e

Excellent Velvety Coffee
The optimum micron level reusable stainless-steel filter ensures a thick and velvety coffee with 
a heavier body associated with cafetiere coffee press coffee and allows the application of a 
second filter (sold separately) for those who enjoy a lighter body.

The Sustainable Choice
Made only from high grade 304 stainless steel and thermal shock tested borosilicate glass the 
design is plastic free and spare parts are available if accidents happen.

Ergonomic and Easy to Clean
The large glass handle has been designed to be comfortable to hold when full and the Barista 
& Co statement knob offers greater stability when plunging and allows the filter to be removed 
easily for cleaning.

Protected from Knocks
The stainless-steel base protects the glass from breakage while being removable so the glass 
beaker can be placed in a dishwasher leaving the frame to be washed by hand.

Pours from Any Angle
The medical grade stainless steel flow filter will not taint the flavour of coffee and the unique 360 
degree design ensures the pour is controlled without having to align the filter to the pouring spout.

Packaging:           
Dims:

Boxed
10cm x 8.5cm x 17cm

Packaging:           
Dims:

Boxed
12.5cm x 13cm x 22cm

350ml Product Code Barcode
Black BC048-019 5060433794421

White BC048-016 5060433795954

Steel BC048-005 5060433793639

Copper BC048-022 5060433793646

1000ml Product Code Barcode
Black BC049-019 5060433794438

White BC049-016 5060433795961

Steel BC049-005 5060433793677

Copper BC049-022 5060433793684

Technical Information

Ergonomic 
Plunger Knob

Borosilicate 
Glass Beaker

Super-Fine Steel Filter

100% Plastic Free

 360° Metal 
Flow Filter 

 Removable 
Steel Base

Coffee Press

Strength:

Body: Full

Time: 6 mins
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Core Pour Over
There can be little doubt preparing 
the perfect pour over takes a little 
care and attention but the reward is a 
moment to take pride in the brew you 
are making by hand.

The Core Pour Over was designed to achieve 
the optimum flow rate to give a balanced cup 
of coffee through even extraction. 

Better Tasting Coffee
Pour over coffee is the go-to brewing method for baristas across the world when they want to 
make a complex yet affordable coffee. The Core Pour Over reduces the contact between the 
brewer and the paper filter (sold separately) to optimise the flow rate for a clean, balanced and 
consistently excellent coffee.

Simple & Easy to Use
Compatible with size 2 cone filter papers (e.g. V60) all you have to do is put the paper filter into 
the brewer, add your coffee, pour over your hot water and leave to drip through. When you are 
finished you can discard the compostable materials, give a quick rinse and go again. 

Versatile for Various Sizes
The Core Pour Over allows you to change many variables for your coffee from grind size, water 
temperature and water volume so you can find your own optimum brew whether that is a light or 
velvety. You can also control the amount of coffee you make with the ability to make up to 4 cups.

Lightweight, Rust Resistant & Durable
Made from premium ironline metal the brewer is sturdy enough to be used on a large glass 
serving jug while the easy view design means you can also use it on a single mug or cup while 
observing the fill level.

Easy to Grip
The easy grip handles can be used to flatten the bed of the coffee before or during brewing or to 
agitate (move) the coffee for an even extraction. They also allow the brewer to be removed after 
use without being too hot to hold. 

Packaging:           
Dims:

Boxed
11cm x 13cm x 9cm

Product Code Barcode
Black BC055-019 5060433794407

Technical Information

Easy-Grip Handles

Versatile Design

Ironline 
Frame

Clean and Complex

Pour Over

Strength:

Body: Light

Time: 3 mins

B r e w  B e a u t i f u l
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Strong Brew
The Strong Brew is a compact 
coffee maker that will change the 
way you drink coffee. 

A great way to get a strong but quick shot of 
caffeine at home without the fuss or expense 
of an espresso machine

It combines pour over, immersion and 
pressurised brewing methods to deliver a 
quick, clean and outstanding short black 
coffee. A great way to get a strong but quick 
shot of caffeine before getting active.

Perfect if you like strong coffee 
but not espresso. 

S H O R T  S T r O N G
C O F F E E

Strong, Short or Long 
The compact chamber produces a short black coffee that can be enjoyed straight up or 
used as a base for milky coffees. The concentrated coffee can be made long by adding hot 
water for an Americano style coffee.  

Stable and Consistent 
The BPA free patented helix design means that unlike other brewers the Strong Brew applies 
little or no pressure on the cup or jug you are brewing into and ensures you have no spills 
and a consistent plunge which gives a better tasting coffee through even extraction. 

Perfect for Travel and Small Spaces 
The compact design weighs in at only 250g and takes up less space than a standard water 
bottle and comes with a storage compartment (for papers) so you can enjoy fresh coffee 
wherever the journey takes you.  

Coffee Your Way
As an extremely versatile coffee maker you are able to play with grind size, amount of 
coffee, brew time and water temperature as well as choose from paper or metal filters; 
paper filter (100 included) for a cleaner brighter cup or a reusable and sustainable metal 
filter for a heavier velvety cup (metal filters sold separately).

Quick and Strong

Twist Press

Strength:

Body: Light

Time: 2 minsPackaging: 
Dims:   

Boxed
8.5cm x 17cm x 10cm

Meal Filter 
Packaging:            
Dims:   

Kraft Sleeve
6.5cm x 6.5cm x 0.5cm

Product Code Barcode
Strong Brew BC412-010 5060433796395

Paper Disc Paper Filter - Pack of 300 BC801-300 5060433793448

Metal Disc Filter - Fine BC803-005 5060433793615

Technical Information

Coffee Storage
Compartment

Alignment Marks

100 x Premium 
Paper Filters

Silicone Seal

Durable, BPA-
Free Tritan

Wide Mug/Vessel 
Compatibility

Unique Easy-Twist
Helix Design

It makes a great cup of coffee 
and is easy to use anywhere. 
We love to take ours camping”

So easy to use followed the very 
well explained instructions and it 
makes a fabulous cup of coffee”

“

“

Watch The Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xF6vspgRLIc
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Core Press 
Stainless Steel
A classic coffee maker that is designed 
to last the test of time. The handcrafted 
insulated stainless steel body comes with 
a 10 year guarantee. The perfect mix of 
performance, durability and design.

The Core Stainless Steel coffee press is the 
culmination of 3 years of product testing to 
create the ultimate coffee press. The double-
walled body offers unprecedented heat 
retention and the rubber base prevents slips and 
protects kitchen surfaces. A fine filter means a 
cleaner coffee and the silicone plunger design 
means no metal on metal scratching.  

B R E W E D  T O  L A S T
Excellent Velvety Coffee 
The stainless steel filter reduces the number of fines for a cleaner cup but retains 
flavour for a thick and velvety coffee. The silicone filter edge ensures a smooth 
and consistent plunge without any scratching on the metal internal body. 

Retains Heat 
The 304 medical grade double-walled insulated stainless steel body ensures 
that any coffee left in the jug can be enjoyed hot for your second serve. It also 
makes the perfect jug to use as a partner for a pour over coffee maker. 

Long Lasting 
The durable body comes with a 10 year guarantee and the rubber base 
provides stability and will protect your surfaces from damage.  

The Perfect Pour 
The spout and filter have been designed for a controlled pour from any angle 
and the ergonomic handle ensures comfort when in use and does not retain 
heat so it’s never too hot to handle.  

1000ml Capacity 

Protected Base

Double-Walled 
Stainless Steel

Packaging:           
Dims:

Boxed
12.5cm x 13cm x 27cm

Product Code Barcode
Stainless Steel BC069-005 5060433796371 

Technical Information

Brewed To Last

Core Press

Strength:

Body: Full

Time: 6 mins

NEW
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Two Brew
We believe time is something that should 
be valued. The new Two Brew is a gravity 
brewer that uses time to deliver a velvety 
coffee inspired by specialty brewing.  

A step up from the original One Brew, the Two 
Brew has a larger capacity and a new 360 
degree stainless steel filter. The double walled 
stainless-steel body will keep your coffee or tea 
warm and comes with a 10 year guarantee. 
Life can be fast, take time to pour slow.  

S L O W  P O U R 
C O F F E E

Easy to Use 
Simply add coffee (or tea), water and leave to brew. By using gravity and time, all you 
need to do is enjoy the slow pour and your cup of coffee. A quick rinse and you are 
ready to brew again.  

Four Brewers in One 
The 360 degree medical grade stainless steel filter and silicone seal means that the 
One Brew is incredibly versatile and can be used at home or in the office for cold 
brew, hot coffee, loose leaf tea and even iced tea, all without the need for paper filters. 

Hot and Hard-Wearing 
The double-walled insulated stainless steel body will keep your drink warm so it is just 
right when you are ready to drink. The 10 year guarantee means you can enjoy your 
favourite coffee for years to come.  

Protects Your Hand and Surfaces 
The ergonomically designed handle remains cool when in use and the rubber base 
prevents scratches on home surfaces and creates stability to help against spillages.  

Packaging:           
Dims:

Boxed
112.5cm x 13cm x 20cm

Product Code Barcode
Stainless Steel BC410-005 5060433796005 

Technical Information

700ml Capacity 

Protected Base

Double-walled 
Stainless Steel

Slow Pour Coffee

Two Brew

Strength:

Body: Full

Time: 6 mins

NEW
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The Barista Pro Pitcher

In the last 7 years we have designed and 
developed 18 milk pitchers and sold over 
100,000 for home and professional use 
but we are always striving to improve or 
offer something that brings benefit to the 
end user.

We have collaborated with Dhan Tumang, a 
6x UK latte art champion and world finalist 
on this new milk pitcher range. From bending 
his own jugs ready for composition, we have 
worked closely with Dhan to bring to life what 
he sees as the perfect milk pitcher. 

x     Dhan Tamang

Watch The Video

m a s t e r  o f  m i l k

NEW

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZK2o71zJ5o&t=1s
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Product Development

The 3D scan we took of Dhan Tamang’s 
milk pitcher was unlike anything we’d 
see on the market for at-home and 
professional baristas. With a custom 
spout, welded handle and unique 
shape we know this is the pitcher 
that the winner of the next Latte Art 
Championships will be using.

Custom Logo

The New Pro Pitcher is also available 
for custom logo application with 
detailed laser etching. 

Express your brand identity and help 
your business stand out from the crowd 
and stay top of mind. 

x     Dhan Tamang

Packaging:           
Dims:

Boxed
11cm x 13cm x 9cm

Packaging:           
Dims:

Boxed
15cm x 14cm x 9cm

400ml /14oz Product Code Barcode
Steel BC066-005 5060433795985

Rose Brass BC066-019 5060433795978

Black BC066-041 5060433795992

620ml /21oz Product Code Barcode
Steel BC067-005 5060433796050

Rose Brass BC067-041 5060433796067

Black Pearl BC067-019 5060433796074

Technical Information

Internal Measure
Markings Sharp, Accurate

Pouring Spout

Ergonomic 
Direct Weld 
Handle

Premium
Stainless 

Steel Body

Internal measure marks to 300ml  

Internal measure marks to 500ml  
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Core Cocoa 
Shaker
It is time to upgrade your essential 
barista tool so you can add that 
indulgent touch of chocolate.

The new Core shaker has been made larger 
while still being comfortable to hold in your 
hand. Available in muted matte black and 
white it is unassuming while adding a hint of 
style to your coffee shop or kitchen.

Controlled and Even Dusting 
The fine stainless steel mesh allows a controlled and even 
distribution of cocoa powder when being used to top 
steamed milk on a cappuccino or hot chocolate. 

Ergonomic Design 
Designed to fit perfectly in your hand when sprinkling 
chocolate, cinnamon or even icing sugar. The new matte 
finish is easy to grip while in use or when removing the screw 
fit lid to refill. 

Easy to Clean
The uncoated medical grade stainless steel inner is easy 
to clean with warm water and the wider neck allows the 
internal body to be cleaned with a brush. 

Keep it Fresh
The plastic lid ensures that the contents is protected from 
moisture ensuring a longer shelf life and reducing wastage 
at home or in a commercial environment.

Easy-Clean 
Plastic Lid

Premium Powder 
Coated Finish

Secure Screw Thread Lid

Stainless 
Steel Filter

Packaging: 
Dims:   

Boxed
8.4cm x 9.9cm x 13cm

Product Code Barcode
Black BC065-019 5060433795923

White BC065-016 5060433795930

Technical Information

S h a k i n g 
T h at  T h i n g

NEW
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Scoop Spoon
This spoon has been specially 
designed and developed to improve 
the functionalities of a traditional 
measure spoon.

Featuring a unique ‘scoop’ that simply allows 
you to measure out a teaspoon or tablespoon. 
It is shaped so that grounds will pour smoothly 
when you are using with scales for precise 
measuring and the long handle allows you to 
easily reach into coffee bags. 

Easily Measure and Serve Coffee 
The unique scoop design and tapered edge makes it easy to measure 
coffee or any food stuff directly from the bag first time.

Non Slip Handle 
The extended handle allows you to reach the bottom of a bag and the 
soft touch silicone sleeve makes it comfortable to hold when using with 
weighing scales for precision measurements. 

Internal Measure Marks
6ml teaspoon and 15ml tablespoon marks that are perfect for 
approximate measurement of powders or liquids. 

Rust Resistant Stainless Steel 
Up to 5mm thick 18/8 food safe medical grade coated stainless steel 
that is long lasting and durable. It’s contrasting brushed and gloss 
electroplated finish makes the Scoop Spoon a luxurious accessory.

Easy-Scoop Design

Measurement Markings

Anti-Slip 
Silicone Handle

Product Code Barcode
Black BC037-004 5060433792960

Packaging:            
Dims:   

Boxed
4cm x 17.5cm x 2.3cm

Technical Information Steel Only

B e  M e a s u r e d
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Pod Cage Bag Clips
By keeping our focus on style, accessibility and 
function we’ve created the Pod Cage, the ideal 
way to store your coffee pods or accessories.

These Coffee Bag Clips in Electric Metals 
can be used with all perishables such as 
coffee, tea and snacks.

• Crafted wire cage is a beautiful display unit for your pods
• Durable thick gauge wire
• Perfect for storing coffee bags and general accessories
• Holds up to 80 standard Nespresso pods

They provide an easy and stylish way to ensure 
the freshness of your products. To use, simply 
squeeze out as much air as possible, fold down 
the bag and attach a clip. The set includes three 
different colours for extra variety.

Product Code Barcode
Clips x3 BC009-005 5060433790133

Packaging:            
Dims:   

CDU
24cm x 12cm

Technical Information

•

•

•

High strength clips will hold securely in place 
on a folded coffee bag
Ideal to use with all perishables including tea 
and snacks
3 colours

Packaging:           
Dims:

Swing Tag
13.5cm x 13.5cm x 16.5cm

Product Code Barcode
Black BC301-004 5060433790478

Steel BC301-005 5060433790539

Copper BC301-020 5060433790522

Technical Information
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Brew It Stick & Coffee 200g

3 Cup Press & Scoop Spoon

One Brew & Coffee 200g

Brew It Stick & Coffee Bag Clips

3 Cup Press & Coffee 200g One Brew & Scoop Spoon

Our range of coffee gift sets are
perfect for all coffee lovers from 
entry level brewing to advanced. 

All come 
packed in our 
signature giant 
coffee bags

Gift Sets

We offer our best selling products in gift sets at 
a range of price points. As well as sets with our 
award winning specialty coffee we also offer 
custom print options and the ability to make up 
bespoke sets that can include our coffee, coffee 
makers and apparel. 
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As part of our environmental commitment we 
have redesigned all our packaging for 2022 
and removed all single use non-recyclable 
materials from everything that we do.  

All our brewers now come with a colour coded 
strength guide from lower strength light yellow 
(1) to higher strength orange (3). Used in 
conjunction with our QR code product quiz it 
helps customers to choose the right product for 
them. All brewer packaging also include QR 
code to show the product in use.

At Barista & Co Coffee we offer custom 
print and laser etching on a wide range of 
our award-winning products. 

Packaging Custom Print

Full recyclable packaging

No more single use polybags  

Printed using natural soya ink

Drop tested for eCommerce 

Electrical items packed in ready-to-ship cartons 

Coffee maker packaging includes a consumer 
strength guide

QR codes for product videos

Campaign messaging and product features

Our products can be personalised for you to sell within your business or with 
corporate logos to be given as gifts.  Express your brand identity and help 
your business stand out from the crowd and stay top of mind.

For larger orders we can create gift sets that meet your specific requirements 
and budget and provide gifts people want to keep and use.  

•

•  

•

• 

• 

•

•

•

Our new packaging will be 
on all our factory shipments 
from May 2022
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Our organic cotton t-shirts are a nod to the 
way we want our coffee to be enjoyed and 
our customers to feel.

100% Combed Cotton

Unisex Classic Fit

Water Based, Long Lasting Ink

Low Carbon Footprint
Achieved by a combination of low-impact organic farming, efficiency in 
manufacturing and transportation, and the use of renewable energy.

Organic Cotton
The Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) is the worldwide leading 
textile processing standard for organic fibres, including ecological and 
social criteria, backed up by independent certification of the entire textile 
supply chain.

a

b

Black

U n i s e x  t- s h i r t s

Size Guide X Small Small Medium Large X Large XX Large

a (Inch) 18  3/4 19  3/4 21 22 23  1/2 23  1/2

a (cm) 48 50 53 56 60 60

b (Inch) 26  3/4 27  1/2 28  1/4 29  1/4 30 30

b (cm) 68 70 72 74 76 76

B&Co Apparel

That sunny Sunday morning feeling when 
it is green lights all the way. They are soft, 
comfortable and sustainably made, the 
perfect partner for good times.

Offered as promotional items for our retail 
and distribution partners.
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Barista & Co HUB Our Ethics
We are proud members of 1% for the Planet and Sedex registered.
We treat our factory and farming partners with the same respect as our 
customers and we work with them to ensure they can commit to the ethical and 
sustainable requirements that sit at the heart of our business. 

We stock spares for all of our current products and encourage our customers to 
repair damaged items; saving money and the place around us.

A Barista & Co Hub is a place for people 
to find everything they need to enjoy 
specialty coffee at home. It brings together 
the three pillars of Barista & Co.

Roast fresh, grind fresh and brew fresh.

A hub is a partnership that we invest in to 
provide your customers with a unique space to 
learn about coffee, our products and what it 
takes to make their perfect coffee at home. We 
want your customer and store to benefit when 
they take the perfect product home.

An in-store point of sale kit and free 
demo products for each location
Interactive learning aids 
(through QR code)
Free table fixture (conditions apply)

•

•

•

W h at  yo u  g e t



B A R I S T A A N D C O . C O M
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